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ClearOne's Media Collaboration Solution Gains Traction in Creating Powerful, Integrated
Applications for Any Group Activity
Traditional Video Conferencing, Cloud Web Conferencing, and Multi-User Wireless Presentation Merge
in One Converged Solution Featuring a Consistent User Interface and Experience
SALT LAKE CITY, Feb. 1, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- ClearOne [NASDAQ: CLRO], the leading global provider of audio and
visual communication solutions, continues to spearhead the conferencing technology migration that combines video
conferencing, collaboration, and presentation solutions in one converged solution called "media collaboration."
"Media Collaboration" represents the confluence of powerful conferencing tools that together provide a range of integrated
applications for any group activity," said Bala Krishnamoorthy, ClearOne's Senior Director of Product Line Management for
MC & UC Voice. "That includes team collaboration, meetings, lectures, presentations, training, corporate communications,
product launches, and other multiuse conference room options."
ClearOne's comprehensive, COLLABORATE® Pro series covers the full gamut of media collaboration solutions, from
integrated traditional video conferencing, cloud video, and web conferencing to audio conferencing, multi-user wireless
presentation, recording, and streaming. These options deliver a host of features that fit any conference space size.
"ClearOne's history is one of creating technology beyond the power curve," Krishnamoorthy said. "It originates with our
intimate understanding of clients' media requirements for their conference rooms, huddle spaces, desktops, or mobile. That
insight enables us to design the multi-purpose, media collaboration solutions which replace the traditional single-purpose
video conferencing products. The beauty of our solutions," he added, "is that products which share the same architecture
optimize simplicity, connectivity, reliability, performance, and price."
ClearOne's award-winning Spontania™ delivers scalable video conferencing of unmatched flexibility. Spontania merges
cloud video with web conferencing to connect a pair, a dozen, or even hundreds of users in a single meeting room across
multiple devices — whether they be mobile, PC, telephones, or room devices — deployed on-premises or as a cloud
service.
ClearOne's multi-user wireless presentation, COLLABORATE® Share, enables up to six users to share presentations
wirelessly, while in a call or during local in-room meetings. The entire experience integrates smoothly and consistently using
a simple user interface. The solution can also conveniently — seamlessly — switch between video conferencing and local
presentation.
Let ClearOne Open Your World to New Solutions at ISE17, Feb. 7-10, Stand 3-C98.
For more details on ClearOne's COLLABORATE Pro and Spontania solutions, contact ClearOne Sales at 1-801-975-7200
or visit: www.clearone.com/ise17
About ClearOne
ClearOne is a global company that designs, develops and sells conferencing, collaboration, and network streaming &
signage solutions for voice and visual communications. The performance and simplicity of its advanced, comprehensive
solutions offer unprecedented levels of functionality, reliability and scalability. Visit ClearOne at www.clearone.com.
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